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Single Point Determination of Intrinsic Viscosity 

I n  a recent paper, Solomon and Ciutii‘ propose an equation for obtaining the intrinsic 
viscosity of a polymer by the measurement of the viscosity of the polymer in solution at  a 
single concentration. 

(1) 

These authors arrived at  this equation experimentally, and justify its validity on the 
grounds that l /C d2(qsp - In wrel) tends to [ q ]  aa C tends to zero. 

In our laboratories we have been using this same equation, which we derived analyti- 
cally using Huggins’ relation: 

The proposed equation is: 

[TI = I/C d2(qap - In 

The derivation is as follows: 

C.P = IqlC + K’I?I12C’ 

?re1 = 1 + [VlC + KI[rll’C2 

In qral = In { 1 + [qIC + K1[q12C2} 
Expanding into series, neglecting t e rm in Ca and higher, and rearranging, leads to: 

Subtracting (4) from (3a), one obtains: 

qsp - In qrel = 1/~[q12C2 (5 1 

Transposing, (5) leada directly to (1). 
As Solomon and Ciutii point out, eq. (1) is a “univeml” relation permitting determina- 

tion of intrinsic Viscosities by a single point meaaurement, without having to use any 
constants which depend on the interaction of the polymer-solvent system. It is im- 
portant to realize, however, that the validity of eq. (1) for any polymer-aolvent system 
depends only on the validity of the Huggins’ equation for that system, since eq. ( I )  is 
derived therefrom. On the other hand, use of eq. (1) in conjunction with the classical 
three point determination and graphical extrapolation is sufficient to establish whether 
the Huggins equation applies for a given polymer-solvent system. If the [q]  obtained 
by graphical extrapolation agreea with the [q ]  obtained by use of eq. (1) then the Huggins 
relation applies. Equation (4) also shows that for values of K1 > I/*, plots of 1/Cln nrel 

vs. C (used in the determination of inherent viscosities) will have a positive, rather than 
the usual negative slope. 
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